This paper elaborates the power of inclusive interaction in resolving the social conflicts triggered by religious beliefs that is studied based on a case of Ahmadiyya marginalization in Indonesia during 2000 -2012. In many pressures from both state and many nationalism communities, JAI has a sufficient empowerment through its counter responses against MUI and through its continuously sustainable existence. The research method used is in-depth data analysis mechanism, involving key informants from members of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community (JAI), activist board of Nahdhotul Ulama (NU), and Muhammadiyah Mubaligh activists in Bandung city and numerous responses from mainstream Islamic organizations. The power of inclusive interaction is actualized by Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community (JAI) and subsequently responded by an accommodative attempt from activists of both Muhammadiyah Mubaligh and Nahdhotul Ulama in Bandung city. Pertaining to the difference of thought or ideology, the construction of inclusive interaction possesses certain power in resolving
Even, in many pressures from both state and many nationalism communities, JAI has a sufficient empowerment through its counter responses against MUI and through its continuously sustainable existence.
An interesting fact on this is that the increase of rejection and dissolution of JAI in this reform era is indeed a reality of increasing appreciation on human rights, pluralism, tolerance, and democracy in nation's and community's life. According to Wawan H. Purnomo 4 , the allegation that Ahmadiyya was committed blasphemy and snared by Law Number 1/PNPS/1965 initially emerged in 1980s. In fact, the allegation that this community is considered heretical began to arise in this reform era since the issuance of a fatwa from Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) in 2005 stating that JAI is a misleading cult and has been excluded from Islam. The issuance of such fatwa was indeed due to various series of violence incidents on Ahmadiyya that had been widespread although it cannot be solely associated with the fatwa. At least, based on the observation of Setara Institute, the violence on JAI members and its assets occurred in 193 cases in 2008, 33 cases in 2009, and 50 cases in 2010. 5 Understanding on the reality above, it is really important to analyze the power of inclusive interaction in resolving the horizontal conflicts among religious movements that have become a social reality in Indonesia, especially considering the high potential for social conflict. The power of inclusive interaction could expectedly tighten relationship and enhance autonomy and thus ultimately creating a characterized social network.
B. Methods
Methodologically, this paper was carried out by means of in-depth data analysis mechanism involving key informants from members of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community (JAI), activist board of Nahdhotul Ulama (NU), and Muhammadiyah Mubaligh activists in Bandung city and numerous responses from mainstream Islamic organizations that are pros and cons with JAI such as: responses from Central Board of Nahdhotul Ulama, Muhammadiyah, and LDII. Observation on the consistency of the institutional opinion was done during the correspondence and interview with central board and activists of Islamic organization as the key informants. The correspondence was carried out by means of written correspondence and teleconference through telecommunication media.
The data were analyzed by using literacy consistency approach to examine the consistency of stakeholders' opinions. The content transparency analysis was also used to yield the high consistency. In order to formulate the conclusions, it thoroughly elaborated several opinions expressed in workshop forum.
C. The Interactional Reality of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community
In many studies on ideological movement based on religious faiths or believes, the interactional reality of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community still exists in some exact degree under conditions of oppressive and marginalized circumstances; even, it grows significantly during the reformative and political climates that gradually tend to be more liberal. 6 Previous studies have been able to identify the pattern of relations among Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community (JAI), the government, and other Islamic organizations in Indonesia. 7 This pattern of relations is described in Table 1 below. The pattern of such relations as described above, explains that Ahmadiyya community in Indonesia is indeed in pros and cons relations as follows: 8 Consisting of : 1. AJI DAMAI; 2. Wachid Institute; 3. Pluralistic Muslim Intellectuals (Humanist); 4. Women Research Institute; 5. Indonesian Women's Coalition; 6. National Alliance of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika; 7. LBH Jakarta; 8. Ungu Institute; 9. Ungu Community; 10. Our Voice; 11. Institut Pelangi Perempuan; and 12. Activists for Human Rights.
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The Confronting Interaction
Counter reality (ideological difference or even ideological resistance) generally occurs in a Muslim community that ideologically rejects interpretation on the existence of post-Muhammad prophecy; this, furthermore, is triggered by the prophetic declaration of 
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This different interpretation has a strong sound governance 11 from civil society that is cons with JAI, and hence the supports for JAI dissolution continuously rise among mainstream Indonesian Islamic organisations such as: FPI/LPI, GUI, FUI, HTI, FBR, DDII, Islamic Defenders Team, and PERSIS. Meanwhile, the political suppression towards JAI dissolution emerges from United Development Party (PPP) that currently becomes the Minister of Religious Affairs and is supported by the status-quo, which in this case is Democratic Party. Surely due to this, the tendency of JAI dissolution progressively massively rises. Despite such controversial reality along with various suppressions from other parties, the existence of JAI remains firmly as one of powers of civil society in Indonesia. The ideology of humanism proposed by JAI emerges as a dominant factor for their civilized character. This character relates to Ahmadi's characters that become their basis of both actions and behaviors as the member and board of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community.
The Accommodative Interaction
The accommodative reality, which is an attitude that is not confrontational against JAI yet tending to rather tolerate in spite of different interpretation, generally occurs in Muslim communities with strong humanism. It relates to the increasing interest of democratic states in human rights. Such accommodative attitude does not necessarily represent the supporting Islamic organizations but is rather oriented as personal perspectives or supports. This reality, in fact, implies that such accommodative interaction is ineffective to strengthen JAI position in encountering many pressures from either government (Central and Local Government) or from other Islamic communities that are opposing against JAI. However, at the very least the accommodative interaction upon JAI arises from varied parties such as: Indonesian Ahmadiyya Movement (GAI), 11 Sound Governance is a term used by Farazmand Ali (editor), Sound Governance Policy and Administrative Innovation, (London: Preager, Westport, Connecticut, 2004) ; that one of its dimensions is providing an overview of feedbacks between state interest on one side and community's interest on another and hence creating a strong support or participation from the community.
D. The Power of Inclusive Interaction : The Alternative selected by Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community in Responding Social Conflicts
The concept of inclusive interaction requires the prerequisites of values agreement that can be used as a mutual belief as well as minimizes the fact of excluding others that often occurs in the community. This values agreement is believed to be able to tighten any relations that are built based on beliefs and mutual understanding among members of organizations.
The Reality of Excluding Others
Studies on excluding others or putting other groups into "the others" in Islamic civilization frequently occur as the result of exclusion fatwa that majorly contributes to the dynamic of conflicts among religious trends. This is due to many fatwas issued by authorities in the name of mainstream religious (Islamic) organizations, including the fatwa issued by Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) on Ahmadiyya that results in the restriction of JAI's activities in Indonesia-even in several places, it is manifested as the | 465 dissolution of JAI's activities. 12 In regards to Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community, MUI's fatwa has placed this community on misguided and misleading classifications.
Post-Muhammad prophecy and Khulafa'ur Rasyidin, the reality of such fatwa has become a political reality that is capable of excluding others and in its turn, can make the community marginalized. In the history of Islamic civilization, such problem has grown and dealt with both global and local authorities triggering many periodic movements. According to Hamid Dabashi, 13 in post-Muhammad era, the communal conflict has transformed into political and ideological conflicts due to the competition among groups, such as: sunni, shi'ah, and khawarij in which at that time these groups claimed, inherited, and even negated Muhammad's (pbuh) authority as a prophet. The result of Bryan S. Turner's 14 observation reveals that the tension emerging among pre-modern Islamic communities at that time happens between the political authority under the dynasties and local authority under the religious intellectuals. The collaboration between local and political authorities marginalizes the community and thus creating what many call as "excluding others".
According to Sayyed Hossen Nasr, 15 the confronting dynamic in the history of Islamic civilization is grouped into three discourses, namely: kalam (theology), metaphysics and gnosis (ma'rifah and 'irfan), philosophy, and theosophy. Among these discourses, the most confronting dynamic appears from kalam (theology), which mostly creates "excluding others" through its fatwas. Meanwhile, in the discourse of metaphysics and gnosis or philosophy and theosophy, the confronting dynamics appears in terms of thoughts or perspectives. In the discourse of kalam, Islamic trends or schools that are confronting one another appears in the case of mu'tazilah 175-198. that dominantly prioritizes ratio (or rationale) comprising five principles 16 in interpreting texts on one side. On the other side, asy'ariyah schools (otherwise known as ahlusunnah), formerly followed mu'tazilah in terms of perspective and theology but then somehow argues mu'tazilah theses by limiting the use of ratio in interpreting texts.
17
According to Antony Black's 18 perspective, the Islamic underlying scripts allow Muslims to reaffirm a 'typical' relationship between political and religious authorities more firmly; thus, it is not surprising that the movement of Islamic fundamentalism gradually steadily grows. Further, the perspective of Bassam Tibi 19 identifies the religious fundamentalism as a political ideology to obtain hegemony in the structure of global politics. Such political ideology is used to fight against and replace the secular system.
As the methods of text interpretation later are established and used as determining criteria (legitimation), these methods become principles by which 'right interpretation' and 'wrong interpretation' can be distinguished; hence, the right interpretation will later become a part of orthodoxy while the wrong interpretation will be regarded deviation or heresy (bid'ah). On the other side, Abdelmajid Sharfi 20 deems that bid'ah is not a practical deviation on religious teachings and norms, but rather a norm practiced by religious community.
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In fact, the reality of excluding others (exclusion fatwas in Islam) in the Islamic civilization seems to be subjective rationality which its righteous values are solely based on theological schools (kalam) so that it is hardly categorised into objective rationality (universal Islam). This reality is also supported by the reality of the dynamics of thoughts, in which the magnum opus on 'Heresy' (As-Syatibi: "al-I'tisham") is deemed to have a decency 'heretical' by Syech Nasir bin Hamid 21 after reading two books of asSyathibi (al-Muwafaqat and al-I'tisham) since his most references of theology are from Asyairah books.
The Values of Inclusive Interaction of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community
Referring to de Tocqueville's notion adopted by Azyumardi Azra and Muhammad A.S. Hikam, 22 the concept of inclusive interaction is an integral part of civil society which in its turn builds the civility characters. In fact, JAI is always consistent to "obey" the state or status quo since they never want to be imaged as the dissidents (rebels). Understanding varied beliefs and JAI teachings, it emerges that the most significant power influencing JAI existence is that of Ahmadi's magnificence personality that becomes core belief of their movement.
This personality basically upholds the values of morality and spirituality that comprise three aspects: (1) the aspect of faith in God Almighty with all His rights and powers, as inspired from the treatise of "my teachings" by Ghulam Mirza Ahmad; (2) the social aspect that primarily upholds forgiveness and tolerance; and (3) the nationality aspect as a part of particular nation and state that is realized by the strong inclination not to fight against the nation unless with the basis of law mechanism. The alternative selected by Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community 21 Nasir bin Hamid al Fahd, al-I'lam bi Mukhlafat al-Muwafaqat wa al-I'tisham, (Riyadh: Maktabah ar-Rusyd, 1420 H), 5-7. 22 Muhammad A.S. Hikam, Demokrasi dan Civil Society, (Jakarta, LP3ES, 1996) As what has been elaborated previously that Ahmadis' personality derived from the treatise of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, at least there are 19 principles of personality. 24 Based on the principle of personality, the Ahmadis' personality can be ideally classified into these following characteristics 25 : 1) Leaving behind any human natures that are forbidden by Al-Quran in all aspects of life and therefore can be avoided from any barbaric attitudes, steadfast with the good deeds. 2) Strengthening any good deeds and leaving behind any evil deeds through the holiness of farji, always cares each other and speaks good. 3) Strengthening the attitudes through the good deeds, including: forgiving others, being fair, giving unconditionally, and developing ihsan attitude with true courage, honest, patient, solidarity upon others, and ultimately look for the greatest form. 4) Strengthening the attitudes in order to achieve the upmost spiritual position through beautiful prayer, the nature of serbat kafur 26 and
zanjabil, 27 as well as maintaining the perfectly spiritual harmony with God.
Ahmadis' personality inspired from ten allegiances for the members of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community fully inspires their existence as marginalized organization, even in the conditions oppressed by both state and numerous 'contra' Islamic organizations. Such personality is not merely demonstrated in the organization's characteristics as the global civil society that emphasize behaviors based on the deliberation, recognition, and respect for human rights and for harmonious values (known as 'love for all, hatred for none') in resolving every thought differences and pressures from state as well as particular communities; instead, this is also affirmed by the transcendental spiritual power, which is a belief power where its rationality develops a mental setting for the members. According to Goffman (1959) 28 , "the community movement based on religion has several fundamental values, including: self-reliance, responsibility, teamwork, social solidarity, initiative, sacrifice, respect for science, time, and others, and being polite (etiquette)". To figure out such values, it requires a series of regulations that must be obeyed by all members of the community through total institutional approach. In JAI community, this approach is carried out in a structured recruitment and in a khilafah management system. In this context, JAI power as a part of global civil society gives an effective model to strengthen its existence in spite of facing varied pressures and threats. It is affirmed by the characteristics of JAI movement that never 'oppose to' any authorities in the government and by its strong orientation on humanity.
Thus, referring to this basic concern there are five fundamental values of JAI community, namely: (1) strengthening the illahiyah existence, (2) upholding peace, (3) holding the principles of honesty and justice, (4) 27 Zanjabi is taken from zana and jabal which means hiking a mountain. This is a condition in which human gains a full condition of spiritual and climbs into higher position. They could perform many difficult duties and sacrifice everything in their life for Allah. 
b. The Transcendental Endeavor
As what have been concluded in the early part of this chapter despite being marginalized minority, at least there are two beliefs underlying Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community, which are: (1) the promise of God who sends His Messenger with guidance and righteous religion so that "He could put Islam above all religions" (liyudh-hirahu alad-diyni kullihi), and (2) that khilafatur-rasyidin era comprises two periods: during Caliph Abu Bakr to Caliph Ali, and the period following it.
Such fundamental beliefs are indeed their ideals that underlie the struggling steps of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community in any conditions. Practically, every time their existence is struck by threats, terrors, violence, or even murder, every Ahmadis' believes that "every spilled blood during any struggles will strengthen the belief to reach God's promises. This can only be fulfilled by developing Ahmadis' values and personalities".
The above arguments are rather adequate to draw a conclusion that any fundamental values with high 'surviving' ability of civil society in a marginalized community, which in this case is Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community, has concrete orientation and motive as a community organization whose ideology and values are transcendental. This is also affirmed by the results of discussion and in-depth interview with Ahmadiyya activists. 
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c. The Dialog Priority
Regarding the fact of different perspectives, even almost polarized, the best solution for resolving conflicts is by dialogs. However, an individual often prefers violence despite the fact that it never solves any issues; instead, it creates a new one. Conversely, a dialog offers discursive process that ultimately leads to many solutions and agreements. Since its early emergence, Ahmadiyya has created many notoriously debatable issues among Muslim theologians, especially in Indonesia. It seems so plausible (as a logical consequence) since the issues around Ahmadiyya are rather theological and perceived "different" (even contradictory) from mainstream Islamic perspectives.
In 1993, when the existence of Ahmadiyya significantly grew, the majority of Islamic organizations started worrying about them. Therefore, Islamic Defenders (Persis) initiated to carry out a dialog with Ahmadiyya facilitated by nationalist neutral groups. The first debate was held in April 1933 to discuss on the issues of Isa's (pbuh) life and death. The second debate was held in September 28, 1933 discussing the issues of prophecy and the truth of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's teachings. And the third debate was held in November 1934 that made many Muslims pledge allegiance with Ahmadiyya. This triggered the establishment of first Executive Board (hoofdbestuur) in Jakarta in 1935.
In Indonesia, the great momentum in the 14 Hijri century was the dialog between the Islamic Defenders and Ahmadiyya Qadian, attended by the representatives of both press and Muslim communities. In April 1933, an official debate in open forum was carried out between Ahmadiyya community and the Head of Islamic Defenders, A. Hasan. It was initiated by the process of correspondence related to "the life and death of Isa (pbuh)".
31
The first debate was held in Sociteit Building "Ons Genoegen" -Naripanweg Bandung (attended by roughly 1000 people) while the second debate was held in National Deliberative Building at Kenari st., Jakarta (attended by more than 2000 people). These two debates yielded the book "Verslag Debat Resmi" signed by those two sides. Even, the third debate was held in Jakarta in 1934 attended by 1500 people.
According to Hans Kung, 32 a dialog must be done demonstratively by expressing all perspectives. Therefore, a dialog is not supposed to seek truth but rather finding an agreement consented by respective side. The effectiveness of religious debate according to Raimundo Panikar 33 requires prerequisites, before an individual has a true 'universalism' vision, he often undergoes an initial phase that is exclusivism, a perspective that does not offer a chance to discuss and even suspect other religions. In the succeeding phase, an individual will come to pluralism perspective, which is a perspective that allows dialog and does not suspect other religions but still perceiving that his religion is the most righteous religion. Despite the absence of agreement, each side involved in a debate must be objective and tolerant. Certainly, such processes must be moderated by a neutral (independent) parties.
d. Mubahallah
If a dialog does not meet a meeting point (an agreement), an Islamic theology offers a solution known as mubahallah in which each side agrees that the solution must be solely relied on the God; and therefore, each side must be patient and fully believes in Him.
A Mubahallah early occurred in the era of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad with Maulvi Tsanaullah (an ulema from Amritsar), in 1897. At that time, Mirza Ghulam ahmad was 62 years old while Maulvi Tsanaullah was 29 years old. 34 The Mubahallah challenge was proposed by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad to all Indian ulemas and in the list of Indian ulemas, Maulvi Tsanaullah was in eleventh position. But eventually, Maulvi Tsanaullah refused Mubahallah and merely declared his willingness to pledge. In Indonesia, such Mubahallah also nearly occurred in 1975 between the members of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community (JAI), who were the editor of "Sinar Islam" magazine (Syafi Rajo Batuah and Abadurahim Gani) and his opponents from the editor of "Al-Muslimun" magazine (Fawzy Sa'id Thaha and Husen Al Habsyi). 35 However, eventually the Mubahallah was | 473 cancelled since both Fawzy Sa'id Thaha and Husen Al Habsyi did not agree with the procedures of Mubahallah. Nevertheless, Mubahallah can be used as a solution in breaking the deadlock due to different perspectives; although, it still requires proper legal procedures to do so. At the very least, as a method to resolve any religious conflicts, Mubahallah offers adequate evidence as a part of fundamental values of civil society in the marginalized community, which in this case is the case of Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community (JAI).
e. Accommodative and Legal Obedience
Responding to varied pressures and intolerance, the most likely JAI's responses that will be used are: (1) when it comes to unlawful actions, the law mechanism must be applied; (2) when it comes to violence, terrors, or cynicisms, the caution must be taken and as much as possible minimizing others' outrage (by being patient and fully believing in Him); (3) when it comes to public opinions, the clarification must be made; even, it must be balanced by issuing books to answer or counter such opposing opinion; 36 and (4) when it comes to any actions threatening the existence of JAI as the result of the government's regulation, a good networking whether in the level of national or international must be established. 
f. Consolidation and Collaboration of Community Members
In order to tighten a solidarity among community members in many pressing conditions, JAI develops a model of family gathering to uphold spiritual togetherness and beliefs as Ahmadis, as well as the management of increasingly massive candah system. 38 Such a solidarity pattern is merely "a manifestation of akhlaq (morality) implementation to abandon wickedness so-called hudnah and haun, not to harm other people, and to become civilized humanbeings living a harmonious life, which represents a high level of morality and is of high importance for humanity due to its nature of human conscience so-called ulfat or familiarity". 39 In order to tighten JAI relationship with existing public domination, JAI's frequent mechanisms are "to collaborate with NGOs through charity programs, including its collaboration with PMI (Indonesian Red Cross) to conduct blood donor events, and to tighten relationship with press in both regional and national level to provide a proportional space for public clarification pertaining to Ahmadiyya marginalization issue".
40
Under such circumstances, several fundamental values that can be drawn in response to the counter-interaction facts are movements that highlight compromise, respond to opinions intellectual response, and rely on the existing network. In addition, this could also develop the tradition of internal solidarity with family-friendship system and massive management of candah system, and could also develop the tradition of external solidarity through the interaction pattern of humanistic symbiosis with NGO, especially through charity programs and good relationship with press. In the perspective of Islamic theology, Islam has established that the implementation of Allah's command and prohibition is in the hands of the Muslims 42 , while the implementation of Allah's command and prohibition anyhow requires authorities to carry out. Such a principal is adapted from the hadiths on bai'at, which establishes the rights to appoint khalifah in the hands of Muslims to practice the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah of the Prophet.
43
In this regard, Habermas 44 (German philosopher), reminds the importance of consensus in community, that in modern society "the divine authority is 41 Triyono Lukmantoro, "Civil society Di Bawah Bayang-Bayang Sindrom Praetorianisme", the paper was presented in student seminar in Communication Science, FISIP, University of Diponegoro Semarang, (Semarang, 1998), 3-7. 42 The only judge in Islam, who determines the good and evil things and human deeds, is Allah SWT. The one and only perfect law-maker is Allah (see QS. Al An'aam: 57). 43 Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said: "Whoever dies while there is no bai'at in his neck, (to the khalifah), he has died ignorance (jahiliyyah). From Ubadah bin Ash Shamit ra, he said: "We have blamed the Prophet for hearing and obeying it in terms of the hated and the favored (HR Bukhari). Besides, there are many other hadiths explaining that it is the ummah who appoints the ruler (khalifah) by bai'at to practice Holy Qur'an and Sunnah of the Messenger. Despite the sharia establishment that power is in the hands of peopledelegated to khalifah to rule the people through the process of bai'at -sharia does not grant the rights for the people to dismiss the ruler, as in the democratic system. Such a rule is based on the hadiths obligating the obedience to the khalifah despite his zalim attitude, as long as he does not command evil deeds (ma'siyyat). From Ibnu Abbas ra. He said, "Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said: "Whoever sees from his leader what he hates, then let him be patient. Because indeed anyone who breaks away from the congregation at a time and dies, then he dies ignorant ". (H.R. Muslim). Considering fundamental values of Indonesian Ahmadiyya community (JAI) in resolving its conflicts in Indonesia, and also referring to the existing studies that strengthen the concept of inclusivity, the power of | 477 inclusive interaction can be constructed in resolving horizontal conflicts, which is based on 9 (nine) principles 47 , namely: a. State Constitution shall be the basis of nation and state ideology that protects the rights of all citizens, either individual, group, or organization, and shall also be the basis of State (Government) or Community's compliance; b. Universal principle and values of civilization is the fundamental of morality and mentality for the whole components of a nation, either for the Government or Community's element; c. Community is the reality of civil power (weak, medium and powerful), either the organized or unorganized one, which reflects equality in universal principles and values; d. State/Government executes the constitutional mandate under the principle of justice, accountability, and national-interest; e. Interaction between State/Government and Community is based on the principles of non-discrimination, fair, zero political interest, and strict t the rule and mandate of national constitution; f. The interaction of inter-and intra-society is based on mental-setting and critical awareness of the principles of tolerance (tasamuh)
48
, acceptance on the reality of pluralism in a community, respecting differences, not violating human rights, capable of making decision through deliberation, (2000) which indicates strong relationship between individual, group and institution in strengthening trust on other public as the existence fundamental of an organization or movement. It can be concluded that the strength of an organizational movement is determined by the continual volunteerism, commitment integrated in organizational/institutional endeavor, and makes the organization inclusive or accommodative (not exclusive). 48 The term 'tolerance' was introduced by Robert Hefner, Islam dalam Era Negara Bangsa, (Yogyakarta: Tiara Wacana, 1999); Bahtiar Effendy, Islam dan Negara Transformasi Pemikiran dan Praktik Politik Islam di Indonesia, (Jakarta: Paramadina, 1988) ; Nurcholis Madjid, Menuju Masyarakat Madani, (Edi Cahyono's Page, 2007) ; Anen Sutianto, Reaktualisasi Masyarakat Madani dalam Kehidupan, (Bandung: Pikiran Rakyat, Friday, September 17, 2004). providing security to the marginalized group, solidarity on every threat of disunity, having the value of "spiritual theology" (struggle without violating Divine rules) or spirit of civic religion
49
, and prioritizing exemplary attitudes (empathy) in every ideological movement of its group; g. Any issues related to vertical interaction, the lawsuit between the State/Government and Community is consistently returned to the applicable law mechanism; h. Any issues related to horizontal conflicts, differences, or conflicts between groups or community organizations are restored to the approach of deliberation facilitated by neutral parties (either from Government or Community) to find a "common ground" through a cultural, dialogical, or negotiational approach, which result in mutual understanding. If "common ground" is not reached, the law mechanism shall be implemented; i. Particularly related to the friction of ideology/belief failing to reach the "common ground", it may take the judgmental solution to God 50 in accordance with the sharia believed by the involved parties, by respecting the differences. 49 The term 'civic religion' is used by Wawan H. Purwanto, Tragedi Cikeusik Pembelajaran dari Kasus Ahmadiyah, (Jakarta: CMB Press, 2011), 141. There are two important things to actualize the concept of civil religion for the dynamics of democratization. First is the fact that religion encompasses moral values on tolerance among mankind. Differences are absolute, so that the idea of pluralism shall be taught, for which every religion acknowledges and understands disagreement in religious understanding. Secondly, due to the existence of difference, tolerance needs to be performed. Because religion is in accordance with tolerance, every mankind shall hold the principles of tolerance per se, and shall implement such a principle amidst the difference. 50 The concept is known as 'mubahallah' as guided in al-Qur'an Surah Ali 'Imran: 61, "Whoever discourages you about the story of Isa after coming to science (who assures you), then say (to him): Let the community call our sons and your sons, our wives and your wives, yourself and us then let the community do muhaballah to God and the community ask that the curse of Allah inflicted on those who lie". Mubahallah is a situation when the people with different arguments pray in earnest, so that Allah curses the liars. Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) once invited the delegates of Christian to do muhaballah but they reject the invitation, and this becomes the truth of the dakwah delivered by Muhammad (pbuh).
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The result of interviews on key informants and the responses of Islamic community organizations on the existence of JAI are presented as follows 51 : a. All Islamic mass organizations can accept the 10 conditions of JAI members' bai'at (a promise or commitment of integrity), except on the 10 th point pertaining to Imam Mahdi and al-Masih al-Mau'ud, which is perceived debatable by several parties. The 10 conditions of bai'at are as follows: 1) Will always avoid shirk during lifetime; 2) Will always avoid lies, adultery, lustful attitudes toward nonmuhrim, deeds of evil, crimes, persecution, treachery, chaos, and rebellion, and negative desires; 3) Will always do five times prayer (shalat) solely due to the command of Allah and His Prophet, attempt to do tahajjud prayer, send shalawat to Prophet Muhammad SAW, beg for forgiveness and protection from any sins, remember God's blessing and feel grateful with a sincere heart, as well as praise and uphold His name with a loving heart; 4) Will never bring any misfortune against God's creature in general, and Muslims in particular due to the impulse of negative desire, either verbally or non-verbally; 5) Will remain faithful to Allah SWT in difficulty or happiness, sadness or joy, favors or misfortunes. Shortly, we are willing to the fate of Allah SWT, accept every single humiliation and distress in Allah's way, and will not turn away our face from Allah SWT during bad luck and disaster, and will even continue to move forward; 6) Will abandon any kinds of bad tradition and lust, and will surely uphold the command of the Holy Qur'an upon himself. The word of God and His Messenger will always be the guidance of his life; 7) Will abandon arrogance, and live with humility, politeness, gentleness and courtesy; 8) Will always respect religion, religious honor, and Islam, more than our soul, wealth, children, and all that we love; 9) Will be compassionate toward God's creature in general, and will as far as possible bring benefits to all mankind with the strength and favor that Allah has bestowed upon us; 10) Will establish brotherhood with these servants, Imam Mahdi and alMasih al Mau'ud solely because of Allah with admissible obedience (any good deeds) and will stand upon the covenant until death, and uphold the bond of this covenant outweigh worldly bonds, families, friendships, and profession. b. The conception of hostility (or declaring war) can only be carried out in the event of an attack beforehand, and the priority is to establish brotherhood, not only Islamic (ukhuwah islamiyah), but also national brotherhood (ukhuwah wathaniyah) and humanism (ukhuwah insaniyah), and so there would be no justification to attack certain groups on the basis of different beliefs (interpretation); c. Response to the limitation of social interaction basically can be done under the principles of ukhuwah insaniyah, for instance: helping each other in particular celebrations, gathering in a group, mutual assistance, visiting sick people, conducting iftar, halal bil halal, involving in social activities, adoption, mutual business/investment, and sharing political coalition; d. Any sensitive social interactions between Islamic organizations and JAI are related to the rituals of worship, such as: becoming jama'ah in congregational prayers and being scheduled to be Friday sermon unless "the mutual believe" has been greatly established (respecting each other in mutual relationship and avoiding any hate speech); e. If the disagreement appears, the acts that must be done is by dialog/discussing (tabayyun), which is not perceived as a part of conflict, yet differences shall be perceived as a part of necessity (sunatullah); and f. Any optional acts over such differences are establishing tolerance, mutual respect, morals, and civilized humanity. Differences shall be perceived as one of God's authority in providing guidance to mankind.
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E. Conclusion
The power of inclusive interaction can be actualized by Indonesian Ahmadiyya community (JAI), and responded positively by Mubaligh Muhammadiyah and Nahdhotul Ulama Activist in Bandung City. Such an interaction is built under the basis of community's principles and universal values of humanity with strong motivation and tolerance toward different thoughts or ideology.
This power was built under the basis of understanding that: (1) hostilities should only be done if the attack has done beforehand and the brotherhood, which is based on Islamic brotherhood (ukhuwah Islamiyah) and nationality (ukhuwah wathaniyah), must be given precedence; (2) massive social interaction can be established based on humanism values (ukhuwah insaniyah) such as: helping each other in particular celebrations, gathering in a group, mutual assistance, conducting iftar, halal bil halal, involving in social activities, adoption, mutual business/investment, and sharing political coalition; (3) any sensitive social interactions between Islamic organizations and JAI regarding the worship rituals must be preliminarily concerned, namely: becoming jama'ah in congregational prayers and being scheduled to be Friday sermon unless "the mutual believe" has been greatly established (respecting each other in mutual relationship and avoiding any hate speech); (4) if the disagreement appears, these following actions must be done: dialog (tabayyun), perceiving any differences as a necessity (sunatullah); and last (5) the final options over such differences are tolerance, mutual respect, morals, and civilized humanity.
Finally, civilized humanity shall be maintained to prevent religious conflicts because eventually it is of God's authority to provide guidance to mankind. 
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